The house met at 2:03 p.m. and was called to order by the speaker.

The roll of the house was called and a quorum was announced present (Record 104).

Present — Mr. Speaker(C); Allen; Alonzo; Alvarado; Anchia; Anderson, C.; Anderson, R.; Adévalo; Ashby; Bailes; Bell; Bernal; Biedermann; Blanco; Bohac; Bonnen, D.; Bonnen, G.; Burkett; Burns; Burrows; Button; Cain; Canales; Clardy; Coleman; Collier; Cook; Cortez; Cosper; Craddick; Cyrier; Dale; Darby; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Dean; Deshotel; Dutton; Elkins; Faircloth; Fallon; Flynn; Frank; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; Giddings; Goldman; Gonzales; González; Gooden; Guerra; Guillen; Gutierrez; Hefner; Hernandez; Herrero; Hinojosa; Holland; Howard; Huberty; Hunter; Isaac; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.; Kacal; Keough; King, K.; King, P.; King, T.; Koop; Krause; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Lang; Larson; Laubenberg; Leach; Longoria; Lozano; Lucio; Martinez; Metcalf; Meyer; Miller; Minjarez; Moody; Morrison; Muñoz; Murphy; Murr; Neave; Nevárez; Oliveira; Oliver; Oliverson; Ortega; Paddie; Parker; Paul; Perez; Phelan; Phillips; Pickett; Price; Raney; Raymond; Reynolds; Rinaldi; Roberts; Rodriguez, E.; Rodriguez, J.; Romero; Rose; Sanford; Schaefer; Schofield; Schubert; Shaheen; Sheffield; Shine; Simmons; Smithee; Springer; Stephenson; Stickland; Stucky; Swanson; Thierry; Thompson, E.; Thompson, S.; Tinderholt; Turner; Uresti; Villalba; Vo; Walle; White; Wilson; Workman; Wray; Wu; Zedler; Zerwas.

Absent, Excused — Farrar; Klick; VanDeaver.

Absent — Capriglione; Dukes.

The speaker recognized Representative Landgraf who introduced Reverend Griffin Jones, lead pastor, Crossroads Fellowship, Odessa, who offered the invocation as follows:

Dear Father in heaven, we recognize that every good gift comes from you. You are the author of life. You are love. You give grace, mercy, and truth. Thank you for the good gifts of life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness in these United States of America and this great State of Texas. Thank you for the privilege of pursuing more than happiness, but meaning and purpose with our lives. Because of you, we have the capacity to accomplish good, to serve sacrificially, and to make a difference today.
We live in times that test the core of our character, the integrity of our intentions, and the resolve of our will. Grant us—and especially this body of representatives of the people, by the people, and for the people—the wisdom and discernment to make decisions and actions that truly reflect selfless motivation, sacrificial service, and commitment to your design for people to live together in unity, peace, and truth, as well as provision for the needs of everyone.

Thank you for entrusting all of us, and specifically these servant-leaders, with the great privilege and responsibility of preserving and protecting this treasure of freedom that we enjoy as Americans. Empower them with divine wisdom, insight, and foresight to legislate, lead, and live out our great American value—liberty and justice for all. Remind us today and every day that our lives are temporary, yet our choices have great consequences beyond this day. Enlighten their minds and energize them with your spirit as we live today for the good of others today and tomorrow.

We commit this time, the faith of the people of the great State of Texas, and the decisions these men and women of this legislature to your loving care. This is my prayer in the name of my Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ. Amen.

The speaker recognized Representative Collier who led the house in the pledges of allegiance to the United States and Texas flags.

**LEAVES OF ABSENCE GRANTED**

The following member was granted leave of absence for today and tomorrow because of illness:

Klick on motion of Faircloth.

The following members were granted leaves of absence for today because of illness:

Farrar on motion of Allen.

VanDeaver on motion of Wray.

**REGULAR ORDER OF BUSINESS SUSPENDED**

On motion of Representative Lucio and by unanimous consent, the reading and referral of bills was postponed until just prior to adjournment.

**COMMITTEE GRANTED PERMISSION TO MEET**

Representative Hunter requested permission for the Committee on Calendars to meet while the house is in session, at 2:15 p.m. today, in 3W.15, to set a calendar.

Permission to meet was granted.

**COMMITTEE MEETING ANNOUNCEMENT**

The following committee meeting was announced:

Calendars, 2:15 p.m. today, 3W.15, for a formal meeting, to set a calendar.

(Cyrier in the chair)
Representative Craddick requested permission to introduce and have placed on first reading HB 4293.

Permission to introduce was granted by (Record 105): 143 Yeas, 0 Nays, 2 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Alonzo; Alvarado; Anchia; Anderson, C.; Anderson, R.; Arévalo; Ashby; Bailes; Bell; Bernal; Biedermann; Blanco; Bohac; Bonnen, D.; Bonnen, G.; Burkett; Burns; Burrows; Button; Cain; Canales; Clardy; Coleman; Collier; Cook; Cortez; Cosper; Craddick; Dale; Darby; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Dean; Deshotel; Dutton; Elkins; Faircloth; Fallon; Flynn; Frank; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; Giddings; Goldman; Gonzales; González; Gooden; Guerra; Guillen; Gutierrez; Hefner; Hernandez; Herrero; Hinojosa; Holland; Howard; Huberty; Hunter; Isaac; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.; Kacal; Keough; King, K.; King, P.; Koop; Krause; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Lang; Larson; Laubenberg; Leach; Longoria; Lozano; Lucio; Martinez; Metcalf; Meyer; Miller; Minjarez; Moody; Morrison; Muñoz; Murphy; Murr; Neave; Nevéz; Oliveira; Oliverson; Ortega; Paddie; Parker; Paul; Perez; Phelan; Phillips; Pickett; Price; Raney; Raymond; Reynolds; Rinaldi; Roberts; Rodriguez, E.; Rodriguez, J.; Romero; Rose; Sanford; Schaefer; Schofield; Schubert; Shaheen; Sheffield; Shine; Simmons; Smithee; Springer; Stephenson; Stickland; Stucky; Swanson; Thierry; Thompson, E.; Thompson, S.; Tinderholt; Turner; Uresti; Villalba; Vo; Walle; White; Wilson; Workman; Wray; Wu; Zedler; Zerwas.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker; Cyrier(C).

Absent, Excused — Farrar; Klick; VanDeaver.

Absent — Capriglione; Dukes.

STATEMENT OF VOTE

When Record No. 105 was taken, I was absent because of a death in the family. I would have voted yes.

Capriglione

CAPITOL PHYSICIAN

The chair recognized Representative Zedler who presented Dr. Richard Young of Fort Worth as the "Doctor for the Day."

The house welcomed Dr. Young and thanked him for his participation in the Physician of the Day Program sponsored by the Texas Academy of Family Physicians.

HR 1087 - ADOPTED
(by C. Anderson)

Representative Lucio moved to suspend all necessary rules to take up and consider at this time HR 1087.

The motion prevailed.
The following resolution was laid before the house:

**HR 1087**, Commemorating the 150th anniversary of the Chisholm Trail.

**HR 1087** was adopted.

On motion of Representative Lucio, the names of all the members of the house were added to **HR 1087** as signers thereof.

**BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS SIGNED BY THE SPEAKER**

Notice was given at this time that the speaker had signed bills and resolutions in the presence of the house (see the addendum to the daily journal, Signed by the Speaker, House List No. 7).

**HR 487 - INTRODUCTION OF GUEST**

The chair recognized Representative Leach who introduced Craig Jeffery, executive director of the Caring for Children Foundation of Texas.

**INTRODUCTION OF GUESTS**

The chair recognized Representative Giddings who introduced the Honorable Amber Givens-Davis, presiding judge of the 282nd Judicial District Court, and David Brown, former chief of the Dallas Police Department.

**COMMITTEES GRANTED PERMISSION TO MEET**

Pursuant to Rule 4, Section 9 of the House Rules, Representative Huberty requested permission for all committees and subcommittees to meet while the house is in session, during bill referral today, pursuant to their committee postings. For purposes of this motion, those committees and subcommittees that are scheduled to meet upon adjournment or final recess today shall be considered to be scheduled to meet during bill referral today.

Permission to meet was granted.

**HR 619 - INTRODUCTION OF GUESTS**

The chair recognized Representative S. Davis who introduced representatives of the Greater Houston Pachyderm Club.

**HR 598 - INTRODUCTION OF GUESTS**

The chair recognized Representative Gooden who introduced a delegation from Kaufman County.

**LEAVE OF ABSENCE GRANTED**

The following member was granted leave of absence temporarily for today because of important business in the district:

Dukes on motion of Rose.

(Capriglione now present)
PROVIDING FOR ADJOURNMENT
At 2:44 p.m., Representative Goldman moved that, at the conclusion of the reading of bills and resolutions on first reading and referral to committees, the house adjourn until 10 a.m. tomorrow.
The motion prevailed.
(Dukes now present)

BILLS AND JOINT RESOLUTIONS ON FIRST READING AND REFERRAL TO COMMITTEES

Bills and joint resolutions were at this time laid before the house, read first time, and referred to committees. Resolutions were at this time laid before the house and referred to committees. (See the addendum to the daily journal, Referred to Committees, List No. 1.)

(C. Anderson in the chair)

ADJOURNMENT

In accordance with a previous motion, the house, at 5:18 p.m., adjourned until 10 a.m. tomorrow.

ADDENDUM

REFERRED TO COMMITTEES

The following bills and joint resolutions were today laid before the house, read first time, and referred to committees, and the following resolutions were today laid before the house and referred to committees. If indicated, the chair today corrected the referral of the following measures:

List No. 1

HB 2553 (By Shaheen), Relating to the disclosure of public money spent by certain political subdivisions for lobbying activities in a comprehensive annual financial report.
To General Investigating and Ethics.

HB 2554 (By Shaheen), Relating to the location and hours for early voting by personal appearance.
To Elections.
HB 2555 (By Isaac), Relating to the sale of beer and ale by certain manufacturers for off-premises consumption.
To Licensing and Administrative Procedures.

HB 2556 (By Holland, Burns, Ashby, and Kacal), Relating to the appraisal required in connection with a bona fide offer to acquire real property by an entity with eminent domain authority.
To Land and Resource Management.

HB 2557 (By Miller, Zerwas, and Reynolds), Relating to the development of certain local government transportation infrastructure projects.
To Transportation.

HB 2558 (By Oliverson), Relating to capitation payments under a contract with a health maintenance organization for the provision of dental care services.
To Insurance.

HB 2559 (By Reynolds), Relating to public inspection of annual mail ballot applications.
To Elections.

HB 2560 (By T. King and Guillen), Relating to the appraisal for ad valorem tax purposes of certain dealer's heavy equipment inventory.
To Ways and Means.

HB 2561 (By S. Thompson), Relating to the continuation and functions of the Texas State Board of Pharmacy; authorizing a reduction in fees.
To Public Health.

HB 2562 (By Shine), Relating to a sales and use tax exemption for property used in master recordings and admissions to certain amusement services.
To Ways and Means.

HB 2563 (By Shine), Relating to a sales and use tax exemption for property used in the production of motion picture, video or audio master recordings.
To Ways and Means.

HB 2564 (By Button), Relating to a periodic review by the Economic Incentive Oversight Board of projects undertaken by certain economic development corporations and the ad valorem tax incentive program established by the Texas Economic Development Act.
To Economic and Small Business Development.

HB 2565 (By Stucky), Relating to the powers and duties of the Big Sky Municipal Utility District of Denton County; providing authority to issue bonds and impose fees and taxes.
To Special Purpose Districts.

HB 2566 (By Stucky), Relating to the creation of the Denton County Municipal Utility District No. 9; granting a limited power of eminent domain; providing authority to issue bonds; providing authority to impose assessments, fees, and taxes.
To Special Purpose Districts.
HB 2567 (By Bailes), Relating to forest pest control.
To Agriculture and Livestock.

HB 2568 (By Pickett), Relating to the application of the motor vehicle emissions inspection and maintenance program to vehicles of certain model years.
To Transportation.

HB 2569 (By Pickett), Relating to a review of the motor vehicle emissions inspection and maintenance program.
To Transportation.

HB 2570 (By Clardy), Relating to Medicaid beds in nursing facilities.
To Human Services.

HB 2573 (By Wilson), Relating to the civil jurisdiction of a justice court.
To Judiciary and Civil Jurisprudence.

HB 2574 (By Murr), Relating to rules adopted by the Texas Supreme Court to promote the expedited resolution of a civil action.
To Judiciary and Civil Jurisprudence.

HB 2576 (By S. Thompson), Relating to studies by the Public Utility Commission of Texas analyzing electric rates.
To State Affairs.

HB 2577 (By S. Thompson), Relating to the regulation of bingo games; authorizing fee refunds.
To Licensing and Administrative Procedures.

HB 2578 (By S. Thompson), Relating to the elimination of fees for licensure under the Bingo Enabling Act.
To Licensing and Administrative Procedures.

HB 2579 (By Holland), Relating to the bond and other coverages required to be maintained by or for the benefit of a savings bank.
To Investments and Financial Institutions.

HB 2580 (By Holland), Relating to criminal history record information obtained by the savings and mortgage lending commissioner.
To Investments and Financial Institutions.

HB 2581 (By S. Thompson), Relating to certain information or assistance provided by life insurance agents to owners of life insurance policies.
To Insurance.

HB 2586 (By S. Thompson), Relating to the electronic filing of bail bonds.
To Criminal Jurisprudence.

HB 2588 (By Clardy), Relating to access to criminal history record information by the Railroad Commission of Texas.
To Energy Resources.
HB 2589 (By Button), Relating to the appraisal for ad valorem tax purposes of tangible personal property held for sale at retail.
To Ways and Means.

HB 2590 (By Raymond), Relating to the amelioration and informal dispute resolution processes for providers participating in certain Medicaid waiver programs.
To Human Services.

HB 2591 (By Herrero), Relating to the exemption from taxes and special assessments of property of a navigation district.
To Ways and Means.

HB 2595 (By Miller), Relating to renewal of an appointment as a volunteer deputy registrar.
To Elections.

HB 2596 (By Larson), Relating to certain notice of the extent of a municipality or its extraterritorial jurisdiction.
To Land and Resource Management.

HB 2597 (By Walle), Relating to the licensing of air conditioning and refrigeration technicians and trainees; authorizing fees.
To Licensing and Administrative Procedures.

HB 2598 (By Goldman), Relating to the release of personal property and commercial cargo by a vehicle storage facility.
To Licensing and Administrative Procedures.

HB 2599 (By Farrar), Relating to the Medicaid eligibility of certain women after a pregnancy.
To Public Health.

HB 2600 (By Farrar), Relating to the establishment of the Bee Pollinator Goals Task Force to develop and report on statewide pollinator goals.
To Agriculture and Livestock.

HB 2650 (By Villalba), Relating to the treatment of membership initiation payments as abandoned personal property.
To Business and Industry.

HB 2848 (By Burkett), Relating to requiring the Department of Family and Protective Services to create a physician multidisciplinary team to assist in certain investigations of child abuse and neglect.
To Juvenile Justice and Family Issues.

HB 3002 (By Miller), Relating to the exemption from ad valorem taxation of part of the appraised value of the residence homestead of a partially disabled veteran or the surviving spouse of a partially disabled veteran based on the disability rating of the veteran.
To Ways and Means.
HB 3003 (By Kuempel), Relating to certain activities for the promotion and marketing of beer.
   To Licensing and Administrative Procedures.

HB 3004 (By Isaac), Relating to the dismissal of protests against certain decisions and actions of the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality regarding wastewater discharge permits.
   To Environmental Regulation.

HB 3005 (By Kuempel), Relating to certain promotional activities on the premises of a retailer of alcoholic beverages.
   To Licensing and Administrative Procedures.

HB 3006 (By Swanson), Relating to temporary secure storage of weapons at certain public buildings; authorizing a fee.
   To Homeland Security and Public Safety.

HB 3007 (By Swanson), Relating to temporary secure storage of weapons at public buildings; authorizing a fee.
   To Homeland Security and Public Safety.

HB 3008 (By S. Thompson), Relating to certain information or assistance provided by life insurance agents to owners of life insurance policies.
   To Insurance.

HB 3009 (By Paddie), Relating to parking facility owners receiving financial gain from towing companies or booting companies.
   To Licensing and Administrative Procedures.

HB 3012 (By Flynn), Relating to the continuation and functions of the Texas Optometry Board; authorizing a reduction in fees.
   To Public Health.

HB 3013 (By Martínez and Canales), Relating to incentives to encourage landowners to destroy, remove, or treat citrus trees located in a pest management zone.
   To Agriculture and Livestock.

HB 3014 (By Collier), Relating to the composition of the student body of an open-enrollment charter school.
   To Public Education.

HB 3015 (By T. King), Relating to vacation leave time accounts for firefighter employee organizations.
   To Urban Affairs.

HB 3016 (By S. Thompson), Relating to the eligibility of a criminal defendant for an order of nondisclosure of criminal history record information.
   To Criminal Jurisprudence.

HB 3017 (By Minjarez and Israel), Relating to toll collections and the imposition of administrative fees and civil penalties for past-due tolls; eliminating certain criminal offenses.
   To Transportation.
HB 3018 (By Phelan), Relating to reciprocity requirements for nonresident insurance agents to offer or sell insurance policies issued by the Texas Windstorm Insurance Association.
To Insurance.

HB 3019 (By Burkett), Relating to the prosecution for the offense of injury to a child, elderly individual, or disabled individual.
To Criminal Jurisprudence.

HB 3022 (By J. Rodriguez), Relating to the delivery of voter registration applications.
To Elections.

HB 3023 (By Frullo), Relating to the licensing and regulation of providers of driver and traffic safety education.
To Licensing and Administrative Procedures.

HB 3024 (By Price), Relating to the removal of a public school student from an interscholastic athletic activity on the basis of a suspected concussion.
To Public Education.

HB 3026 (By Phelan), Relating to the abolishment of the used oil recycling account, deposits of used oil recycling fees, and use of the water resource management account.
To Appropriations.

HB 3027 (By Phelan), Relating to the applicability of open meetings and public information laws to regional water planning groups and their committees.
To Government Transparency and Operation.

HB 3028 (By Burns), Relating to groundwater ownership and rights.
To Natural Resources.

HB 3029 (By Frullo), Relating to air conditioning and refrigeration contracting and the education and certification of air conditioning and refrigeration technicians.
To Licensing and Administrative Procedures.

HB 3030 (By Burns), Relating to a fiscal note statement regarding increased costs to counties and municipalities.
To Appropriations.

HB 3031 (By T. King), Relating to the procedure for obtaining a right to use state water if the applicant proposes an alternative source of water that is not state water.
To Natural Resources.

HB 3032 (By Blanco), Relating to the creation by the Texas Veterans Commission of a veteran suicide prevention action plan.
To Defense and Veterans' Affairs.
HB 3036 (By T. King), Relating to a restriction on permits authorizing direct discharges of waste or pollutants into water in certain areas of the Edwards Aquifer.
To Environmental Regulation.

HB 3037 (By Workman), Relating to the definition of groundwater management areas to coincide with major and minor aquifers and the joint planning process in those areas.
To Natural Resources.

HB 3038 (By Workman), Relating to the explanatory reports issued by the district representatives in groundwater management areas.
To Natural Resources.

HB 3039 (By Blanco), Relating to prohibiting the court-martial of a member of the state military forces on the basis of the member's report of a sexual assault.
To Defense and Veterans' Affairs.

HB 3040 (By Burkett), Relating to the continuation and functions of the Texas Medical Board; authorizing a fee.
To Public Health.

HB 3041 (By Blanco), Relating to the ability of a nonexempt employee to participate in certain academic, extracurricular, and developmental activities of the employee's child.
To Business and Industry.

HB 3042 (By Meyer), Relating to designating July 7 as Fallen Law Enforcement Officer Day.
To Culture, Recreation, and Tourism.

HB 3043 (By Workman), Relating to the joint planning process for groundwater management.
To Natural Resources.

HB 3044 (By Huberty), Relating to educator preparation programs.
To Public Education.

HB 3046 (By Dale), Relating to combined municipal sales tax ballot propositions.
To Ways and Means.

HB 3047 (By Dale), Relating to the meeting of a governmental body held by videoconference call.
To Government Transparency and Operation.

HB 3048 (By Ortega), Relating to a study and report regarding shortages in certain health professions.
To Higher Education.

HB 3049 (By Guillen), Relating to the number of hours of work experience required of a plumber's apprentice to take an examination for a plumber's license.
To Licensing and Administrative Procedures.
HB 3050 (By P. King), Relating to driver's and learner licenses.
To Homeland Security and Public Safety.

HR 1025 (By Canales), Urging Congress to recognize the importance of trade between Texas and Mexico.
To International Trade and Intergovernmental Affairs.

HR 1044 (By Holland, Geren, S. Davis, and Burkett), Recognizing April 4, 2017, as REALTOR Appreciation Day at the State Capitol.
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1058 (By Herrero), Congratulating Samuel Brehm of Richard King High School in Corpus Christi on being part of the 2017 regional Science Bowl high school championship team.
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1059 (By Herrero), Congratulating Hunter Adams of Richard King High School in Corpus Christi on being part of the 2017 regional Science Bowl high school championship team.
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1060 (By Herrero), Congratulating William Johnson of Richard King High School in Corpus Christi on coaching the 2017 regional Science Bowl high school championship team.
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1061 (By Herrero), Congratulating Christopher Fan of Richard King High School in Corpus Christi on being part of the 2017 regional Science Bowl high school championship team.
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1062 (By Herrero), Congratulating Darren Rodrigues of Richard King High School in Corpus Christi on being part of the 2017 regional Science Bowl high school championship team.
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1063 (By Herrero), Congratulating William Nacci of Richard King High School in Corpus Christi on being part of the 2017 regional Science Bowl high school championship team.
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1064 (By Herrero), Congratulating Walker Perkins on his selection as a 2017 H-E-B Excellence in Education Rising Star Award finalist.
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1065 (By Herrero), Congratulating Ray Harrison on his retirement as harbormaster of Port Corpus Christi.
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1066 (By Roberts), Congratulating the Klein Forest High School boys' basketball team on its accomplishments in the 2016-2017 season.
To Rules and Resolutions.
HR 1067 (By Herrero), Commemorating the 80th anniversary of the Nueces Electric Cooperative in 2018.
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1068 (By Craddick), In memory of former state representative Jack Harvey Harris.
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1069 (By Frullo), In memory of Louise Hopkins Underwood of Lubbock.
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1070 (By Frullo), In memory of David Abbott of Idalou.
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1071 (By Frullo), In memory of Jonanna Young George of Lubbock.
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1073 (By Frullo), Commemorating the 50th anniversary of Goodwill Industries of Lubbock.
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1074 (By Frullo), Congratulating Evelyn Davies on her receipt of the 2017 YWCA Mary Nell Strong Community Service Award.
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1075 (By Frullo), Congratulating Rachel Klein of Girl Scout Troop No. 6756 on receiving the Girl Scout Gold Award.
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1076 (By Frullo), Congratulating Harriet Davis of Girl Scout Troop No. 6839 on earning the Girl Scout Gold Award.
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1077 (By Frullo), Congratulating Bryla Birdwell of Girl Scout Troop No. 6756 on her receipt of the Girl Scout Gold Award.
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1078 (By Schubert), Recognizing April 5, 2017, as Austin County Day at the State Capitol.
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1079 (By Schubert), Recognizing March 29, 2017, as Burleson County Day at the State Capitol.
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1080 (By Herrero), In memory of Everardo O. "Everett" Torres.
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1081 (By Button), Congratulating Richard Hwang and Joan He on their marriage.
To Rules and Resolutions.
HR 1082 (By White), Congratulating Josh Clarke on his appointment to the board of the Chester Independent School District.
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1083 (By Murr), Congratulating Callie duPerier Apffel on earning the title of 2015 WPRA World Champion Barrel Racer.
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1084 (By Murr), In memory of C. Maye Neal Strange of Georgetown.
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1085 (By Schofield), In memory of Sam Houston IV of Katy.
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1086 (By Button), Congratulating Bob L. Townsend on his retirement from the Richardson City Council.
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1088 (By Y. Davis), Congratulating the Duncanville High School girls' basketball team on winning the 2017 UIL 6A state championship.
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1089 (By Lucio), In memory of Corrections Officer Mari A. Johnson of the Texas Department of Criminal Justice.
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1090 (By Guillen), In memory of Flavio Rene Gonzalez.
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1091 (By Lucio), In memory of Officer Justin R. Scherlen of the Amarillo Police Department.
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1092 (By Lucio), In memory of Jailer Robert E. Ransom of the Gregg County Sheriff's Office.
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1093 (By Lucio), In memory of Detention Officer Tronoski D. Jones of the Harris County Sheriff's Office.
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1094 (By Lucio), In memory of Chief Darrell L. Allen of the Marlin Police Department.
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1095 (By Lucio), In memory of Officer Calvin "Mark" McCullers Jr. of the Southern Methodist University Police Department.
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1096 (By Lucio), In memory of Officer David S. Hofer of the Euless Police Department.
To Rules and Resolutions.
HR 1097 (By Lucio), In memory of Patrolman David Ortiz of the El Paso Police Department.
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1098 (By Lucio), In memory of Sergeant Korby Lee Kennedy of the San Angelo Police Department.
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1099 (By Lucio), In memory of Corrections Officer Christopher Davis of the Texas Department of Criminal Justice.
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1100 (By Lucio), In memory of Sergeant Christopher Dan Kelley of the Hutto Police Department.
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1101 (By Lucio), In memory of Corrections Officer Timothy Davison of the Texas Department of Criminal Justice.
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1102 (By Lucio), In memory of Sergeant William Karl Keesee of the Texas Department of Public Safety.
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1103 (By Lucio), In memory of Deputy Sheriff Darren Goforth of the Harris County Sheriff’s Office.
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1104 (By Lucio), In memory of Trooper Jeffrey D. Nichols of the Texas Department of Public Safety.
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1105 (By Lucio), In memory of Border Patrol Agent Jose D. Barraza of the U.S. Department of Homeland Security.
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1106 (By Lucio), In memory of Officer Endy N. Ekpanya of the Pearland Police Department.
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1107 (By Lucio), In memory of Sergeant Stacey A. Baumgartner of the Patton Village Police Department.
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1108 (By Lucio), In memory of Sergeant Michael J. Smith of the Dallas Police Department.
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1109 (By Lucio), In memory of Officer Michael L. Krol of the Dallas Police Department.
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1110 (By Lucio), In memory of Officer Patricio E. Zamarripa of the Dallas Police Department.
To Rules and Resolutions.
HR 1111 (By Lucio), In memory of Officer Brent A. Thompson of the Dallas Area Rapid Transit Police Department.  
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1112 (By Lucio), In memory of Senior Corporal Lorne B. Ahrens of the Dallas Police Department.  
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1113 (By Lucio), In memory of Officer Richard K. Martin of the Houston Police Department.  
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1114 (By Lucio), In memory of Senior Police Officer Amir Abdul-Khaliq Jr. of the Austin Police Department.  
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1115 (By Lucio), In memory of Officer Marco A. Zarate of the Bellaire Police Department.  
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1116 (By Lucio), In memory of Patrolman Adrian Arellano of the El Paso Police Department.  
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1117 (By Lucio), In memory of Deputy Sheriff Kenneth H. Maltby of the Eastland County Sheriff’s Office.  
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1118 (By Lucio), In memory of Deputy Constable Jeffrey Emmons Radford of the Bell County Constable's Office.  
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1119 (By Lucio), In memory of Assistant Commander Kenneth J. Starrs of the South Texas Specialized Crimes and Narcotics Task Force.  
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1120 (By Lucio), In memory of Detective Benjamin E. Marconi of the San Antonio Police Department.  
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1121 (By Lucio), In memory of Corrections Officer Eligio Ruiz Garcia Jr. of the Texas Department of Criminal Justice.  
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1122 (By Neave), Honoring IGNITE for encouraging young women to pursue positions of political leadership.  
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1123 (By Herrero), Recognizing Behavioral Health Center of Nueces County employees for their service.  
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1124 (By Herrero), Congratulating Diane Lowrance on her retirement as chief executive officer of the Behavioral Health Center of Nueces County.  
To Rules and Resolutions.
HR 1125 (By Herrero), Commending Hausman Foods in Corpus Christi on its many decades of service to the local community.
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1126 (By White), Congratulating the members of the Bob Belt family on their selection as parade marshals for the 74th Tyler County Dogwood Festival.
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1127 (By White), Congratulating Chase Nalley on being sworn in as a deputy of the Tyler County Sheriff’s Office.
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1128 (By Laubenberg), Recognizing March 28 and 29, 2017, as Collin County Days at the State Capitol.
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1129 (By Turner), In memory of Bobby Kenneth Steen of Grand Prairie.
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1130 (By Turner), Commemorating the 29th Annual NAACP Grand Prairie Freedom Fund Scholarship Banquet.
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1131 (By Herrero), In memory of Nadia Renee Guerra of Corpus Christi.
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1132 (By Villalba), Commending Caren Bright of Dallas for her support of Dallas-area mothers and children through Pamper Lake Highlands.
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1133 (By Lucio), Congratulating the Los Fresnos High School girls' powerlifting team on winning the 2017 Texas High School Women's Powerlifting Association Class 6A championship.
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1134 (By Bailes), Commemorating the National Child Abuse Prevention Month event hosted by the San Jacinto County Child Welfare Board.
To Rules and Resolutions.

HR 1135 (By Craddick), Recognizing March 28, 2017, as Permian Basin Petroleum Association Day at the State Capitol.
To Rules and Resolutions.

List No. 2

HB 2525 (By Zerwas, Oliverson, and Parker), Relating to the licensing and regulation of physician assistants.
To Licensing and Administrative Procedures.

HB 2751 (By Raymond), Relating to the classification of certain streaming video as tangible personal property for purposes of the sales and use tax.
To Ways and Means.
HB 2752 (By Raymond), Relating to the participation of speech-language pathologists as providers under the Medicaid program.
   To Human Services.

HB 2753 (By Reynolds), Relating to the analysis of inspection and maintenance requirements for air quality permits issued by the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality for certain oil and gas facilities.
   To Environmental Regulation.

HB 2754 (By Geren), Relating to the primary source of supply for alcoholic beverages.
   To Licensing and Administrative Procedures.

HB 2755 (By Turner), Relating to the punishment for the offense of tampering with a governmental record; increasing a criminal penalty.
   To General Investigating and Ethics.

HB 2757 (By Turner), Relating to the donation of sick leave by state employees.
   To State Affairs.

HB 2758 (By Geren), Relating to the regulation of seed by a political subdivision.
   To Agriculture and Livestock.

HB 2759 (By Metcalf), Relating to motor vehicle sales tax paid by active duty members of the United States military and their spouses and submission of an affidavit asserting qualification for a tax on gift of a motor vehicle.
   To Ways and Means.

HB 2760 (By G. Bonnen), Relating to health benefit plan provider networks; providing an administrative penalty.
   To Insurance.

HB 2761 (By Cortez), Relating to the powers and duties of a defense based development authority.
   To Defense and Veterans' Affairs.

HB 2762 (By Workman), Relating to broker agreements for the sale of certain surplus property by a county.
   To County Affairs.

HB 2764 (By Raymond), Relating to charitable raffles conducted by the charitable foundations of certain professional sports teams.
   To Licensing and Administrative Procedures.

HB 2765 (By Clardy), Relating to the Physical Therapy Licensure Compact; authorizing fees.
   To Public Health.

HB 2766 (By Sheffield, Zerwas, and Miller), Relating to the creation and administration of a reinvestment allowance for certain long-term care facilities.
   To Human Services.
HB 2767 (By Gervin-Hawkins), Relating to the implementation of certain rules regarding public school accountability adopted by the commissioner of education or the Texas Education Agency.
To Public Education.

HB 2768 (By Isaac), Relating to a ban from subsequent competition of a public or private school student who assaults a sports official or other competition judge during an extracurricular competition.
To Public Education.

HB 2769 (By Walle), Relating to the elimination of administrative fees for certain transactions relating to the collection of fines, fees, restitution, and other court costs in criminal cases.
To Criminal Jurisprudence.

HB 2770 (By Smithee), Relating to the declaration of a common nuisance involving a computer network or web address.
To Judiciary and Civil Jurisprudence.

HB 2772 (By Phelan), Relating to requirements for peace officers to obtain an original, duplicate, modified, or renewed license to carry a handgun; waiving a fee.
To Homeland Security and Public Safety.

HB 2773 (By Walle), Relating to the repeal of the time payment fee imposed on certain persons convicted of an offense.
To Criminal Jurisprudence.

HB 2774 (By Phelan), Relating to the installation of unsafe motor vehicle tires; creating a criminal offense.
To Transportation.

HB 2775 (By Phelan), Relating to requirements for educator preparation program support for certain candidates for certification.
To Public Education.

HB 2776 (By Smithee), Relating to the right of certain appellants to supersede a judgment or order on appeal.
To Judiciary and Civil Jurisprudence.

HB 2777 (By Phelan), Relating to an application for the amendment of a certificate of public convenience and necessity in an area within the boundaries of a political subdivision.
To Natural Resources.

HB 2778 (By Faircloth), Relating to permits for oversize and overweight vehicles in a certain county.
To Transportation.

HB 2779 (By Schaefer), Relating to protecting freedom of conscience from government discrimination.
To State Affairs.
HB 2780 (By Paddie, Darby, Ashby, Geren, and Phelan), Relating to the purchase of iron and steel products made in the United States for certain governmental entity projects.
To State Affairs.

HB 2781 (By Miller), Relating to county authority related to the removal and storage of vehicles and other personal property from a roadway and the regulation of vehicle storage facilities, junkyards, and automobile wrecking and salvage yards; authorizing fees.
To County Affairs.

HB 2782 (By Wilson), Relating to the method used in rating public school districts and campuses for accountability purposes.
To Public Education.

HB 2784 (By White), Relating to vehicles exempt from vehicle safety inspections.
To Transportation.

HB 2785 (By White), Relating to the offense of driving while license invalid.
To Transportation.

HB 2788 (By White), Relating to the appointment of emergency services commissioners in certain districts located in more than one county.
To County Affairs.

HB 2790 (By White), Relating to funding for certain apprenticeship training programs.
To Public Education.

HB 2791 (By Guillen), Relating to the state plan for hepatitis C prevention, testing, and treatment.
To Public Health.

HB 2792 (By González), Relating to omnibus legislation affecting public housing converted under the authority of the RAD program administered by HUD.
To Urban Affairs.

HB 2793 (By Dean), Relating to the punishment for certain behavior constituting disorderly conduct; increasing a criminal penalty.
To Criminal Jurisprudence.

HB 2794 (By Giddings), Relating to the authority of certain municipalities to pledge certain tax revenue for the payment of obligations related to hotel projects.
To Ways and Means.

HB 2797 (By Muñoz), Relating to the authority of a county to use county revenue or incur county debt for certain public works projects.
To County Affairs.
HB 2798 (By Farrar), Relating to the regulation and reuse of wastewater.
To Environmental Regulation.

HB 2799 (By Farrar), Relating to a requirement to make certain environmental and water use permit applications available online.
To Environmental Regulation.

HB 2800 (By Thierry), Relating to requiring a school district to reimburse classroom teachers at certain grade levels for the cost of classroom supplies purchased with personal money.
To Public Education.

HB 2801 (By Price), Relating to contracts between Medicaid managed care organizations and certain providers of behavioral health and physical health services.
To Public Health.

HB 2802 (By Larson), Relating to the review of river authorities by the Sunset Advisory Commission.
To Natural Resources.

HB 2803 (By Larson), Relating to the nonsubstantive revision of certain local laws concerning water and wastewater special districts, including conforming amendments.
To Natural Resources.

HB 2804 (By Price), Relating to the emergency scheduling of certain controlled substances for the purpose of the prosecution and punishment of certain offenses under the Texas Controlled Substances Act; expanding the application of certain criminal offenses.
To Public Health.

HB 2805 (By Price), Relating to the payment of costs for a cruelly treated animal abandoned by a tenant.
To Public Health.

HB 2806 (By Ashby), Relating to requiring school districts and open-enrollment charter schools to report certain information regarding voluntary after-school programs and voluntary summer programs.
To Public Education.

HB 2807 (By Price), Relating to the participation of an advanced practice nurse as a primary care provider for certain governmental and other health benefit plans.
To Public Health.

HB 2809 (By Cyrier), Relating to the eligibility of certain Texas Rangers for burial in the state cemetery.
To Culture, Recreation, and Tourism.
HB 2810 (By Muñoz), Relating to the inclusion of overtime pay in the computation of benefits for members of the Employees Retirement System of Texas.
   To Pensions.
HB 2812 (By Oliverson and White), Relating to the use of certain lighting equipment on security patrol vehicles.
   To Homeland Security and Public Safety.
HB 2814 (By Oliverson), Relating to the installation and inspection of fire sprinkler protection systems; authorizing fees.
   To Licensing and Administrative Procedures.
HB 2815 (By Oliverson), Relating to early in-person voting by voters who reside at a residential care facility.
   To Elections.
HB 2816 (By Minjarez and Larson), Relating to service contract providers.
   To Licensing and Administrative Procedures.
HB 2817 (By González, T. King, and Stucky), Relating to the punishment for the offense of criminal mischief involving the death of a head of cattle or a horse.
   To Agriculture and Livestock.
HB 2818 (By Romero and Clardy), Relating to the practice of and the billing codes used by certain mental health professionals.
   To Public Health.
HB 2819 (By Darby), Relating to establishing an Advisory Committee for the TexNet Monitoring Program.
   To Energy Resources.
HB 2821 (By Dean), Relating to the regulation of cemeteries and the administration of perpetual care trust funds.
   To Investments and Financial Institutions.
HB 2822 (By Dean), Relating to the regulation of banks and trust companies.
   To Investments and Financial Institutions.
HB 2823 (By Dean), Relating to the issuance and enforcement of a subpoena during the course of an investigation of a residential mortgage loan servicer.
   To Investments and Financial Institutions.
HB 2824 (By Thierry), Relating to requiring the Public Utility Commission of Texas to monitor and report on the deployment of advanced metering systems in this state.
   To State Affairs.
HB 2825 (By Gooden), Relating to the dissolution of a levee improvement district by a commissioners court.
   To County Affairs.
HB 2826 (By Oliveira), Relating to partnerships, limited liability companies, and other domestic and foreign entities and to series of limited liability companies and foreign entities.
   To Business and Industry.

HB 2827 (By Oliveira), Relating to corporations, associations, real estate investment trusts, and related entities.
   To Business and Industry.

HB 2828 (By Oliveira), Relating to the regulation of certain sweepstakes in this state.
   To Business and Industry.

HB 2829 (By Oliveira), Relating to enforcement of certain unclaimed property laws.
   To Business and Industry.

HB 2830 (By Oliveira), Relating to the closed formulary for workers’ compensation pharmaceutical benefits.
   To Business and Industry.

HB 2831 (By Oliveira), Relating to investments by state banks to promote public welfare and community development.
   To Investments and Financial Institutions.

HB 2833 (By Oliveira), Relating to a tax refund or credit for wages paid to certain employees.
   To Ways and Means.

HB 2834 (By Blanco), Relating to posting the location of a polling place used in an election on the secretary of state's website.
   To Elections.

HB 2835 (By Blanco), Relating to days and hours for voting during the early voting period.
   To Elections.

HB 2836 (By Thierry), Relating to a study and report on the establishment and implementation of a program that provides financial assistance to property owners who offer housing to veterans at risk of homelessness.
   To Defense and Veterans' Affairs.

HB 2837 (By Dean), Relating to removal of deceased voters from voter rolls; creating a criminal offense.
   To Elections.

HB 2838 (By Geren), Relating to the deployment of network nodes in public rights-of-way; authorizing fees.
   To State Affairs.

HB 2839 (By Longoria), Relating to photo identification for certain debit or credit card transactions.
   To Investments and Financial Institutions.
HB 2840 (By Alonzo), Relating to the hours during which the polls are open for early voting by personal appearance.
  To Elections.

HB 2841 (By Muñoz), Relating to authority of a county auditor to investigate misuse of county funds or property.
  To County Affairs.

HB 2842 (By Burrows), Relating to the rule against perpetuities.
  To Judiciary and Civil Jurisprudence.

HB 2843 (By Burrows), Relating to recovery of attorney's fees in certain civil cases.
  To Judiciary and Civil Jurisprudence.

HB 2844 (By Burrows), Relating to the regulation of the manufacture and sale of wine and certain related activities; authorizing a fee.
  To Licensing and Administrative Procedures.

HB 2845 (By Howard, Oliverson, and Isaac), Relating to increasing awareness of the dangers of exposing children to secondhand smoke.
  To Public Health.

HB 2847 (By Villalba), Relating to the hours for the sale of liquor.
  To Licensing and Administrative Procedures.

HB 2850 (By Springer), Relating to the repeal of certain obsolete laws governing state pensions and other similar benefits.
  To Pensions.

HB 3051 (By P. King), Relating to the categories used to record the race or ethnicity of persons stopped for or convicted of traffic offenses.
  To Homeland Security and Public Safety.

HB 3052 (By Herrero), Relating to an authorization agreement between a parent and a nonparent relative of the child.
  To Juvenile Justice and Family Issues.

HB 3054 (By Herrero and Smithee), Relating to certain sentencing procedures in a capital case.
  To Criminal Jurisprudence.

HB 3055 (By Guillen), Relating to restrictions on political activities for county elections administrators.
  To Elections.

HB 3057 (By Anchia), Relating to the offense of possessing a weapon in a secured area of an airport.
  To Homeland Security and Public Safety.

HB 3058 (By Isaac), Relating to the new technology implementation grant program administered by the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality.
  To Environmental Regulation.
HB 3059 (By Bell), Relating to the automatic admission to general academic teaching institutions of students who complete the early college education program.
   To Higher Education.

HB 3060 (By Hinojosa), Relating to an opportunity to correct a defect in an early voting ballot voted by mail.
   To Elections.

HB 3061 (By Guillen), Relating to operating a motor vehicle while another person is occupying the trunk; creating a criminal offense.
   To Transportation.

HB 3062 (By Kacal), Relating to the sale of property for delinquent ad valorem taxes.
   To Ways and Means.

HB 3063 (By Kacal), Relating to agricultural liens.
   To Agriculture and Livestock.

HB 3065 (By Deshotel, Villalba, C. Anderson, Workman, and Leach), Relating to mechanic's, contractor's, or materialman's liens; authorizing a fee; changing the eligibility for community supervision.
   To Business and Industry.

HB 3066 (By Guillen), Relating to benefits for members of the state military forces called to active state duty.
   To Defense and Veterans' Affairs.

HB 3067 (By Kacal), Relating to product tastings of alcoholic beverages on certain permitted premises.
   To Licensing and Administrative Procedures.

HB 3068 (By Reynolds), Relating to the qualification of certain candidates for placement on the ballot.
   To Elections.

HB 3070 (By White), Relating to the payment of certain costs, fines, fees, or restitution by a defendant placed on community supervision.
   To Criminal Jurisprudence.

HB 3071 (By E. Rodriguez), Relating to the equalization of the rates of production fees charged on certain wells by the Barton Springs-Edwards Aquifer Conservation District; authorizing an increase in the rate of the fee.
   To Natural Resources.

HB 3072 (By E. Rodriguez), Relating to a petition filed in connection with an application for a place on the ballot.
   To Elections.

HB 3073 (By E. Rodriguez), Relating to financing programs for low-income electric customers and certain other electric customers; imposing a fee.
   To State Affairs.
HB 3074 (By E. Rodriguez), Relating to compensation to be paid to an emergency services district for a municipality's annexation of the district's territory.
To Land and Resource Management.

HB 3076 (By Muñoz), Relating to bail bond boards in certain counties.
To County Affairs.

HB 3077 (By E. Rodriguez), Relating to the authority of a municipality or county to impose certain taxes to finance certain venue projects.
To Ways and Means.

HB 3078 (By S. Thompson), Relating to transfer of the regulation of podiatry to the Texas Department of Licensing and Regulation; authorizing a reduction in fees.
To Public Health.

HB 3079 (By Uresti), Relating to imposing a tax on animal-tested cosmetics; providing a penalty.
To Ways and Means.

HB 3080 (By Rose and Coleman), Relating to the applicability of the death penalty to a capital offense committed by a person with severe mental illness.
To Criminal Jurisprudence.

HB 3081 (By Capriglione, Guillen, and Springer), Relating to the regulation of persons and business activities subject to regulation by certain finance agencies.
To Investments and Financial Institutions.

HB 3082 (By Capriglione), Relating to the investment training requirement for certain local government officers.
To Investments and Financial Institutions.

HB 3083 (By Price), Relating to eligibility requirements for the repayment of certain mental health professional education loans.
To Public Health.

HB 3084 (By Keough), Relating to the collection, analysis, and dissemination of information regarding the availability and quality of the groundwater resources in this state by the Geo-Technology Research Institute.
To Natural Resources.

HB 3085 (By Keough), Relating to a study by the Geo-Technology Research Institute on the monitoring, prevention, and removal of floating trash.
To Environmental Regulation.

HB 3087 (By Morrison), Relating to the definitions of highway maintenance and service vehicles for purposes of certain provisions governing vehicle equipment.
To Transportation.
HB 3088 (By Ortega), Relating to the licensing and other regulation of wrap lenders.
To Investments and Financial Institutions.

HB 3089 (By Morrison), Relating to the designation of a common area for on-premise consumption by a holder of certain alcoholic beverage permits and licenses.
To Licensing and Administrative Procedures.

HB 3090 (By Cyrier), Relating to the enforcement of laws prohibiting outdoor burning of waste and combustible material.
To Environmental Regulation.

HB 3091 (By Burkett), Relating to evaluating and improving the provision of prevention and early intervention services by the Department of Family and Protective Services.
To Human Services.

HB 3092 (By Burkett), Relating to prevention and early intervention services provided by the Department of Family and Protective Services.
To Human Services.

HB 3093 (By Burkett), Relating to the provision of family preservation services by the Department of Family and Protective Services to certain high-risk families.
To Human Services.

HB 3094 (By Burkett), Relating to the creation of the Prevention Advisory Board in the Department of Family and Protective Services.
To Human Services.

HB 3095 (By Burkett), Relating to the requirements of the Department of Family and Protective Services strategic plan for prevention and early intervention services.
To Human Services.

HB 3096 (By Burkett), Relating to the recruitment and evaluation of foster care providers and the placement of children with foster care providers.
To Human Services.

HB 3097 (By Burkett), Relating to the procedures following a child fatality or near fatality and the relating investigation by the Department of Family and Protective Services.
To Human Services.

HB 3098 (By Burkett), Relating to secondary trauma support, case assignment, and caseload management for child protective services caseworkers.
To Human Services.

HB 3099 (By Paul), Relating to health care information provided by certain freestanding emergency medical care facilities.
To Public Health.
The following bills and resolutions were today signed in the presence of the house by the speaker:

**House List No. 7**

HCR 55, HCR 68

---

**APPENDIX**

**STANDING COMMITTEE REPORTS**

Favorable reports have been filed by committees as follows:

**March 23**

Criminal Jurisprudence - **HB 362**

Defense and Veterans' Affairs - **HB 1483**

Elections - **HB 25, HB 521, HB 1001, HB 1462**

Environmental Regulation - **HB 1515, HB 1619**

Government Transparency and Operation - **HB 1712**

Judiciary and Civil Jurisprudence - **HB 53, HB 256, HB 431**

Land and Resource Management - **HCR 106**

Special Purpose Districts - **HB 1440, HB 1709**

**March 24**

Business and Industry - **HB 373**

Criminal Jurisprudence - **HB 1729**

Insurance - **HB 1227, HB 1243**

Judiciary and Civil Jurisprudence - **HB 1755**

---

**ENGROSSED**

March 23 - **HB 268, HB 351, HB 651, HB 886, HB 1434**

---

**ENROLLED**

March 23 - **HCR 55, HCR 68**

---

**RECOMMENDATIONS FILED WITH THE SPEAKER**

March 24 - **HB 549, HB 1186, HB 1207, HB 1208, HB 1331, HB 1394, HB 1439, HB 1440, HB 1445, HB 1448, HB 1455, HB 1523, HB 1664, HB 1798, HB 1800**